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Communication issues are ever present and affect many people, both in big cities and in rural 
areas. More and more people start thinking of alternatives to our present ways of travelling. Some 
of the reasons could be economical, practical or environmental, but regardless of incentive, ride-
sharing is a logical step in evolving more effective means of travelling. The primary aim of the 
project Mobile Together is to implement ride-sharing in several rural settings and then to develop 
a strategy for spreading the concept. This report evaluates the first step, the first 6 months of 
ride-sharing at the different partner sites. 
 
This report was created by the Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden thru grants from the 
European Regional Development Fund within the project Mobile Together. 
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Abstract 
Six months into the testing period of ride-sharing systems in the three partner regions, the results 
have been evaluated and lessons learned have been summarized. 
 
Despite having chosen very different systems, all partners have come up with surprisingly similar 
conclusions. The main problem at all sites is a much lower number of active users than 
anticipated and thus fewer shared rides taking place. This project, as well as many previous ones1, 
shows that the key factor to success is involving a sufficient number of people. Although all 
partners have tried several means of doing so, the registered users have not reached the desired 
amounts. As a direct consequence, the number of shared rides have been substantially lower than 
expected. 
 
The project has identified the following key components to successful ride-sharing: 

 promotion 

 address target groups directly, stress individual benefits 

 address both potential drivers and passengers 
 
The ride-sharing systems will continue to run throughout the project period, hopefully being able 
to pick up some momentum during the second half of the year, mainly focusing on the main 
conclusions above. 
 

  

                                                 
1 Refer to Best practice report available on http://mobiletogether.wordpress.com/reports/ 
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Background 
One aim of the project Mobile Together is to let rural areas, which tend to have an insufficient 
supply of public transport, try ride-sharing as an economic and environmentally more sustainable 
alternative to using your own car. It is also a chance for people without access to a car, for 
instance elderly and youngsters, to get more travelling options. In other words, the project is 
exploring one possible way of enhancing the opportunities of sustainable living conditions 
outside of urban and densely populated areas. 
Ride-sharing, i.e. two or more people sharing a vehicle during at least part of a trip, is a well-
known concept, but few use it in their everyday life. Over the years, quite a few computerized 
systems have been developed2, so the first task that the implementing partners3 faced, was 
evaluating the needs of their area and match that demand to the most suitable system. 
Experiences from similar setups were also collected in order to learn from their mistakes and use 
good examples. It was however difficult to find more than a few installations in rural 
surroundings. 
When it came to choosing a ride-sharing system, aspects to be considered were, among others, 
available funding and technology requirements. The tables below show the main factors 
considered by Kröpelin and Tingsryd when choosing the most appropriate system for their 
respective region. For more details, the SWOT analyses in full are available in Annex: SWOT 
analyses. 
More information on the systems chosen and used by the partners can be found in Annex: Used 
ride-sharing systems. Kröpelin chose to develop their own system, whereas the other partners 
went with existing ones. 

According to the criteria set out in the application, all system installations have been evaluated 
after a 6 month testing period. However, all ride-sharing initiatives will continue throughout the 
project period (and possibly even longer). The incentives for making this 6 month evaluation are 
opportunities to improve performance, mainly in terms of number of active users and realized 
shared rides, learn from one another and last but not least, to share experiences outside of the 
project to others considering implementing a ride-sharing scheme. 

  

                                                 
2 Refer to Best practice report available on http://mobiletogether.wordpress.com/reports/ 
3 Analyzes by Kröpelin and Tingsryd. Bützow is not located in the eligible area, and thus has a lower budget and has 
not documented an analysis. 
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Target group Elderly people Families with children 

Technology 
Mainly computer, terminals and 
telephones 

Mobile, smartphone, computer 

Payment 
Accumulated, in monthly intervals, 
bank transfer 

Accumulated, in monthly intervals, 
bank transfer or PayPal 

Security 

Closed system with a majority of 
the users personally known 

Only personally known person 
(mediation/introductory meetings 
among these target group members 
might make sense). 

Penalty system Report & evaluation system, penalty in case of misuse 
 

Target group Teenagers Employees 

Technology Mobile, smartphone, computer 

Payment Accumulated, in monthly intervals, bank transfer or PayPal 

Security 
Only personally known person (mediation/introductory meetings among 
these target group members might make sense). 

Penalty system Report & evaluation system, penalty in case of misuse 

Table 1:  Abstracts from SWOT-analysis Kröpelin, factors mainly influencing choice of ride-
sharing system 

Target group Elderly Teenagers 

Technology 
Need some help, local contact 
point (i.e. personal at library) 

Good knowledge, most have 
smartphones 

Payment 
Accumulated, invoice Best by invoice, payment by 

internet banking 

Security 
Big trusted network, not totally 
open but important to reach the 
right persons 

Smaller different networks, difficult 
to reach, trust only persons they 
know 

Penalty system Bloc user Bloc user, report to parents 
 

Target group Daytime workers Shift workers 

Technology Most have Smartphones, good technical knowledge 

Payment Invoice, internet banking 

Security Different networks, big trusted network 

Penalty system Bloc user 

Table 2:  Abstracts from SWOT-analysis Tingsryd, factors mainly influencing choice of ride-
sharing system 
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Experiences from installations 

Bützow 
Facts: Area 

Situation: northeast Germany 
Inhabitants: city 7635 (20124), 16.154 (20125) in district Bützow-land. 
The area has had a decrease in population since the German reunification. 
Investment in system 
€0, a free of charge system open to everyone 
Marketing 
Information meetings, posters, advertising and articles in local newspapers, 
launching event, promotion on partner webpage, electronic newsletters, TV spot 

 Involvement 
Less than 50 registered users, less than 50 active users, but no exact numbers 
available 

 Shared rides 
 Approximation 5 per day, unknown distance 
Experience: Positive 
 Well received by politicians  

Positive reactions from environmentally aware people 
 Negative 
 Too few users, especially young people 
 Not enough drivers 
 Hardly no response from most people 

Hard to get people to use the system 
No increased social interaction 
Difficult for older people due to inexperience with computers and lack of internet 
access 
Typical user 
Commuters 
Young people during afternoons and evenings 

Opinions: Result 
 Too low population density and thus traffic density 
 Low acceptance for new solutions in the area 
 No willingness to share the private sphere of your car 

Future 
 Ride-sharing not yet established, probably no future after end of the project 
 Would do different, if starting over again 
 Nothing 
 Tips and tricks 
 Find the benefits for each individual incl. economical ones 
 Address feeling for community, benefits for the future 
 Engage VIPs and pioneers, get others involved as well 

  

                                                 
4 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bützow 
5 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amt_Bützow-Land 
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Kröpelin 
Facts: Area 

Situation: northeast Germany 
Inhabitants: city 4780 (20126), surrounding area? 
Investment in system 
€10.000 for programming 
Marketing 
Meetings with clubs, NGOs, political parties, administration and press, flyers 
distributed thru newspapers and at events, radio spots, press articles, newsletters, 
promotion on partner website, stickers, launching event 

 Involvement 
39 registered users, 25 active users 

 Shared rides 
 150 during entire evaluation period, average ride 10 km7 
Experience: Positive 

Well received by users, locals and officials  
Mostly elderly people ask for the service 
Increased interaction between elderly and the ride-sharing administration and 
between users of the system 
PR efforts showed direct effects 

 Negative 
 Not enough drivers 
 The need for computer and internet access is an obstacle for elderly 

Regular promotion is needed for the system to work 
Typical user 
Younger and elderly people 

Opinions: Result 
 More efforts needed for reaching specific target groups 

People are used to driving themselves, those without a car are more positive to 
ride-sharing 
Oil price is too low 
Future 
The ride-sharing system will continue after the project, since it is constructed for 
sustainability 
de DROM might start up an office for (mainly elderly) people in order to support 
their needs (computer/internet) 

 Would do different, if starting over again 
 Legislative initiative 
 Tips and tricks 
 “Sell” directly to the public 

  

                                                 
6 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kröpelin 
7 Equivalent to a reduction of 270 kg CO2 (assuming 1 km=180g CO2) 
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Tingsryd 
Facts: Area 

Situation: southeast Sweden 
Inhabitants: Urshult 1798 (20138), Älmeboda and Linneryd 1980 (20139) 
Investment in system 
Approximately 150.000 SEK ≈ € 16.300 for the first year 
Marketing 
Meetings with locals, open meetings in library, information at local meetings, flyers, 
posters, gadgets (reflectors), ads and articles in local newspapers, launching events 
in both villages, newsletters, information on local websites, Facebook groups 

 Involvement 
Registered/active users Urshult 32/14, Älmeboda/Linneryd 20/6 

 Shared rides 
Urshult 14, Älmeboda/Linneryd 0 during the entire evaluation period, total 
distance 438.25 km10 

Experience: Positive 
Most locals and politicians very positive 
System is stable and works very well 
Administrators have access to informative statistics 
Increased social interaction among active users 
Facebook group for active users forms a community feeling and involvement 
Possibility to set up an alert if a suitable ride is registered 
No cash has to be handled or discussed, is taken care of by “digital accounts” 

 Negative 
 No good integration of public transport 
 Has not reached younger and elderly people 

Hard to attract new users after launching event 
Few users are actively using the system 
Typical user 
30-60 years, regular working hours, quite well educated, moved in to the area, often 
school aged children or older and keen on making an environmental contribution 

Opinions: Result 
Hard to introduce new ideas, needs time, few early adopters in rural areas 
Many are not used to using computers or smartphones 
Inhabitants that have moved in are more open and interested in the system 
Many like the idea, but are hesitant to being active users themselves 
Many do not see the need for a ride-sharing system 
A higher supply would probably increase the number of shared rides 
Future 
Hopefully, ride-sharing will continue after the project, but will need funding from 
the municipality (due to annual costs for the system used) 
Ride-sharing can enhance the resilience of an area when things don’t go as planned. 
Ride-sharing can be one part of integration of immigrants and vulnerable groups, 
groups that may not have access to a car or a driver’s license 

 Would do different, if starting over again 
Important that the initiative comes from the locals. 
Using an app instead of a website may be easier to promote. 

                                                 
8 http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urshults_församling 
9 http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Älmeboda_församling, http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linneryds_församling 
10 Equivalent to a reduction of 78,9 kg CO2 (assuming 1 km=180g CO2) 

http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Älmeboda_församling
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 Tips and tricks 
Start simple - only with a Facebook group for each village. Then, if a lot of activity, 
next step could be introducing a ride-sharing system such as Mobilsamåkning. 
Involve associations, use local communication channels. 
Never try to impose from above, people tend to get more skeptical when there is 
an authority involved. 
Important with local involvement 
Local ambassadors/active users needed for spreading positive signals in large 
networks 

Conclusions 
The partners have chosen three very different systems. The reasoning behind the decisions, in 
short: 

 Bützow had a non-existing budget for investments/fees for a ride-sharing system and 
hence decided to use a well-established system proven successful in other areas of 
Germany. 

 Kröpelin emphasized control of data11 and possibility to optimize a system according to 
their needs and therefore decided to develop a system of their own. 

 Tingsryd was largely influenced by the successful implementation in a nearby village and 
decided to use that system as well since conditions were similar to those in the forerunner 
village. 

 
The one used in Bützow clearly has an advantage in being free of charge and possible to apply 
without any ado. The other two have had initial costs for their systems and will continue to have 
costs for future maintenance of the system. The fact that the latter two are much smaller also 
make them more vulnerable for the future. On the other hand, it is easier to control data and 
users the smaller the system is and especially if you own the system, as is the case in Kröpelin. 
This sense of control does come with a higher price though. 
 
Six months after the introduction of the systems, none of them runs as well as anticipated. A 
reoccurring comment is that there are too few active users. All partners have tried to address this 
issue, but so far with limited results. One interesting parallel is that all three partners have started 
on a political/municipal level and then approached the potential users. For the German partners, 
this was a chosen strategy, whereas using that method in Sweden stems from the fact that the 
initiative for joining the project was political. Although differently phrased, all partners come to 
the conclusion that you have to address people directly to get them involved. The support of 
politicians, as nice as it may be, does not get your ride-sharing initiative rolling. The different 
approaches of the two countries may also have cultural reasons, but the outcome is still the same. 
In the end, you have to address your target groups directly to get them actively involved. 
 
Looking at figures, both German sites have had approximately the same number of shared rides. 
Tingsryd´s share has been much lower and for the villages Älmeboda/Linneryd there haven’t 
been any. All partners have comparable numbers of registered users, but, as stated above, big 
differences in shared rides. The main problem in Tingsryd seems to be that most of the users 
want to be drivers and are reluctant to being passengers. This driver-passenger dilemma is at least 
partly explained by the differences in age structure among the partners, as discussed below. 
 

                                                 
11 Partly due to recent disclosure of global surveillance of data traffic. 
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One other conclusion from the sites, is that the most interested people join right away. It seems 
to be much tougher to get new participants after the launching event. One obvious explanation 
to this could be that enthusiasts do not have to be convinced. They instantly want to be part of 
something they believe to be beneficial. Another idea is that some people like to see how things 
work out before they join. Lack of immediate success could be an inhibitory factor for an 
individual´s willingness to participate and may explain why so few choose to register after the 
premiere. 
 
Examining the typical users of the systems yields some interesting differences. Whereas Tingsryd 
attract mainly commuters, Kröpelin has many elderly and younger people. Bützow on the other 
hand has a mixture of both commuters and youngsters. The main explanation to these disparities 
most probably lays in how the partners have approached different groups, with the Germans 
more actively working with the younger generation, both in this project and other activities. 
Tingsryd on the other hand have a solid base in different associations involving adults. 
Another intriguing result of the differences in age structure is that both German partners report a 
lack of drivers, whereas the problem in Tingsryd is the other way around. People are willing to 
take on passengers, but are keen on using their own car. Again, the explanation to this stems 
from what groups are involved at the different sites. 
 
When it comes to ideas on what to do different if ride-sharing were to start over again, the 
partners point in quite different directions. One says nothing, the second suggests legislative 
initiatives and the third believes in starting simple in a small group and build from there, would 
the trial prove successful. 
 
One important conclusion from the on-going installations, is that there have to be incentives for 
joining a ride-sharing initiative that address individuals on a personal level. Simply put, why is this 
good for me or, on a more holistic level, what benefits do I see for my community or the 
environment. It is crucial for getting people that go from supporting the idea to actually 
becoming active users of the system. From an economic point of view, it is important to consider 
and get a reasonable balance between the price a passenger pays and what the driver gets. If rides 
get too cheap, there is no economic interest for drivers to get involved. If they are too expensive 
on the other hand, potential passengers will use other options for their transportation needs, such 
as their own car. 

Overall conclusions 
Ride-sharing is great in practice, but mainly for someone else, not me… A lot of people support 
the idea, but for most, it is a big step to start using it in everyday life. 
 
Despite the lack of instant success for the ride-sharing initiatives, the evaluation has shown some 
important results: 

 Promotion is needed for an extended period of time 

 Address your target groups directly and emphasize on the individual´s incentives for 
joining 

 Make sure you address both potential drivers and passengers. If supply or demand is 
missing, no matches will occur. 
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Annex: SWOT analyses 

Kröpelin
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Tingsryd 
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Annex: Used ride-sharing systems 

Bützow 
Our partner Pferdemarkquartier in Bützow is using a system, flinc, which is free of charge for 
individuals. Users register trips thru internet or an app and are then automatically matched with 
people along the same route at a similar time. 
The system suggests a charge (based on predicted travelling time and specified in €, CHF, NOK, 
SEK or US-$), but there is no integrated payment solution. After the ride, you can evaluate those 
you have ride-shared with (positive/negative). It is possible to save addresses as favorites 
(frequent destinations). The system is available in German, English, Italian, Swedish and 
Norwegian. 
 
How it works: 

1. New users register on the site. 
2. Once a user is registered, he or she can 

either offer a ride as a driver or search for 
a suitable ride as a passenger. 

3. To book a trip you simply choose the one 
you are interested in and send a request. 

4. The person that registered the trip gets a 
text message and/or an e-mail (depending 
on settings) and can either accept or 
decline the passenger. 

5. The passenger gets a confirmation (or a 
reject) of the ride along with information 
like cellphone number to the driver, 
license plate of the car etc. 

6. The system suggests a fare for the ride 
that the participants can either accept as is 
or negotiate. 

7. One special feature of the system is that it is possible to set up trust networks and groups. 
It is then possible to either address all users or just those in your own trust network or 
group when making a ride-sharing request. 

For more information, please refer to the system provider at flinc.org 
 

  

http://flinc.org/
http://mobiletogether.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/system-bc3bctzow.jpg
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Kröpelin 
Our partner de DROM is using a ride-sharing system they have developed themselves. Users 
search for suitable rides among those already registered or register one themselves. For shorter 
trips, the passenger pays the driver. For longer trips it also pays a fee to the system based on the 
distance. The system is only open for users in the local community and is only available in 
German. 
 
How it works: 

1. New users register on the site. 
2. The new user gets a confirmation mail 

for activation of the account. 
3. Once a user is registered, he or she can 

either offer a ride as a driver or search 
for a suitable ride as a passenger. 

4. To book a trip you simply choose the 
one you are interested in and send a 
request. If you have ride-shared with a 
particular person before, his or her 
contact details will be visible. If not, an 
alias is shown and you don’t get the 
details until the other party has accepted your request. 

5. The person that registered the trip can either accept or decline the passenger. 
6. The passenger gets a confirmation (or a reject) of the ride along with information like 

cellphone number to the driver, license plate of the car etc. 
7. The system calculates a fare for the ride that the passenger is to pay to the driver. 

The system is developed by our partner de DROM and more information can be found on the 
system´s website wir-fahren-zusammen.de 

   

http://wir-fahren-zusammen.de/
http://mobiletogether.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/system-krc3b6pelin.jpg
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Tingsryd 
Our partner municipality of Tingsryd uses a Swedish ride-sharing system, which is primarily 
adapted to areas with a relatively sparse population and limited travelling habits regarding routes. 
Users register and search for trips along predefined routes in a table on an internet site. Users are 
invoiced or get payouts quarterly. The system is paid by a yearly fee and there were also 
additional costs for the options anchoring and launching process. 
Each system is only open for users in the local community and is available only in Swedish. 
 
How it works: 

1. New users register on the site. 
2. A local administrator checks the new 

user to make sure it is a known person. 
The system focuses on security and 
target a so called safety zone, an area 
where people know one another and 
trust each other, so this is a key 
function. 

3. Once a user is approved, he or she can 
either offer a ride as a driver or search 
for a suitable ride as a passenger. Trips 
are registered along pre-set routes and 
all trips for a certain route and date can 
be seen, both buses and car rides. 

4. To book a trip you simply choose the 
one you are interested in and send a 
request. Buses are not bookable thru the system and are only visible for information 
purposes. 

5. The person that registered the trip gets a text message and/or an e-mail (depending on 
settings) and can either accept or decline the passenger. 

6. The passenger gets a confirmation (or a reject) of the ride along with information like 
cellphone number to the driver, license plate of the car etc. 

7. No payment is carried out at the time of the ride. The trip and it´s participants are 
registered in the system and every three months the users get either a bill or a payout, 
depending on if they have mainly been passengers or drivers during that period. 

8. One special feature of the system, apart from the idea of a security zone, is that also 
minors can register and use the system safely. The accounts of small children are handled 
by their parents and for older children the parents can choose to be notified once their 
child books a ride. Parents authorize the registration of their child as a user of the system 
by signing a registration form handled by the local administrators. 

For more information, please refer to the system provider at www.mobilsamakning.se 
 

http://www.mobilsamakning.se/
http://mobiletogether.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/system-tingsryd.jpg

